Hi how are you - well you had quite a day today - In any case
D - quite a 3 mos - went well - new playing as we expect
not a lot of work - Mac held well
the other leg - OB's complaint
maybe it was planted - he said it was it
resources apt minds are incredible get that straight

were broke in '68 + '62
D - stays '63 and not around
H - others know it too
P - tell esp less is it reflects on LBT
ask him what he thinks - told we use it
not worth it - too many jobs

if little bread box - D OK about it this 1/FL

Rickey - both good + back
if keep P the more
also puts the show that juts midfield
Rickey that is settle - no air case depend on

Takes Mac call
Dont let this keep you from the big game
its just as side issue

Take voice sound - then picks up
Nothing at all to our surprise

They are all very helpful, kept figures on this.

No cost. In our, 1 05

64-0 report on shelf have 10% of victories.

What about watching the 6-6 controls?

D. We have hands on that

have a few victories - 0 comm. etc.

but other 300 comms. doesn't work

P. re pool off chance to hold mail - 70 species

(to be able to get by list of small controls)

D. I need human person get annoyed, finger by [several numbers]

10 little ones both free - comm. + post. comm.

P. They think all work together.

Keep a log or get what the Germans

D. Tried to keep notes in people every little one, rest full.

P. Want copy. Notes on those little things.

I course didn't have to do it

they're going to get it

we haven't used them yet. Just - 06.07.42

D. That's an exactly perfect
D - can be proud of CRT judge - has all power -
G.
Audit - didn't want him to audit CRT -
H - we think put heat on him -
think fight back
D - put up to white wash alg -
new Hatman hearings
North Hatman up to state team - its fate has -
got ACL l
D - don't want them up in jet of Cameroon
keep Conn tot to Actman
Cary Ford
Alg campaign reports of all numbers of Cam - get rough
P - analyzes members of Conn.
D - that's the last four
Karen may do something
can gain out Holliers - apprehender that
just take one at time
P - won't happen - cutt put on tear
D - its had no effect yet
H - kept away from Arkansas completely - P totally
killed effort fell thru
D - two low courts indicated
may never get fair trial
P - just as have per - state second - radio in to -
has to be played rough - no Hatman
who'll do it - old M - MDR
P: maybe E should tell to Ford get at this tomorrow

D: Gary Brown wrote that the very helpful

D: the deposition of Dems that they cooperate at this

It gives us the same kind of leverage they have